Formal descriptive study For the extraction and comparison oF tourist spending patterns a. raBasa, n. mollÁ-campello & a. pÉreZ-torregrosa operation research center, university miguel hernández of elche, spain. aBstract this paper presents the design of an in-depth descriptive analysis of data collected from public surveys at tourist information points. it uses a dataset that compiles different information related to trips to the valencian community (spain). the aim of this study is to describe the patterns (association rules) that a certain type of expense has, and how this could be used to improve the services offered to tourists.
1 introduction and oBJectives as the authors have illustrated in a previous study [1] , the valencian community (spain) is one of the main tourist destinations for foreign visitors. it is also an area where the tourism offer is growing and diversifying enormously. in that paper, the authors examined tourist spending segmentation from a descriptive approach, by using clustering models that grouped tourist spending according to their travel motivation (leisure, business…), transport and accommodation. it provided very useful information for tourist managers in order to help them to design accurate tourism offers.
in the same application framework, this paper examines a predictive approach, trying to create qualitative models that can classify tourist spending according to their corresponding travel patterns, which are extracted from public surveys (egatur) [2] .
there are several classification algorithms (table 1) that can be characterized with different splitting criteria and admit different attribute type or different pruning strategy.
cart [3] is one of the most applied algorithms in the classification field (discrete response or target variables) and regression (continuous target variables). one important aspect of cart is that it can do attribute selection for splitting and selecting those variables that provide higher information gain (gini entropy). however, different attribute selection techniques have been applied successfully in the tourism sector, such as multiple criteria decision making for hotel sites [4] , principal component analysis [5] or support vector machine on tourism recommendation systems [6] .
in this paper, we raise the following question: from a descriptive model (always required) for pattern search, is it possible to extract a set of attributes that could improve the model's accuracy or obtain the same accuracy as those that use all the variables? these predictive models will be completely oriented towards establishing the extreme expense values (minimum and maximum), which are the most relevant aspects concerning public managers in the tourism sector.
2 data set and methodology 2.1 data set after data pre-processing and erasing the outliers, the global data set used for this study has a total number of 22742 records with 285 variables. From this global data set, several target variables are selected, including expenses on leisure, transport, accommodation or total expense, and a concrete data set is created for each expense using the minimum and maximum discretized ranges for each one. thus, different files are created with different target variables (expenses on leisure, accommodation, transport, total), which are used to analyse the selected characteristics for each case. several subsets are created using different criteria to establish the maximum and minimum values for each type of expense (table 2).
methodology
the algorithms used for this study are cart and a priori, combined in order to improve the performance of the classification and regression trees (cart) algorithm and to define the most important characteristics to establish extreme expenses (minimum and maximum expenses).
the generated subsets for expenses are trained and classified by the cart algorithm and obtain models with original accuracies, which will be compared with the accuracy of the new models trained by the cart algorithm with a previous attributes selection (using a priori algorithm). thus, the methodology proposes to extract the 100 most reliable association rules from the minimum values and the 100 most reliable rules from the maximum values for each type of expense with the a priori algorithm. those attributes that appear the greatest number of times in those rules are considered the most correlated variables with that type of expense and are selected to be trained by the cart algorithm in a new model, whose accuracy will be compared with the accuracy of the initial model.
3 computational experiments the empirical results consist of performance estimates of the 2 classifiers across the data sets in terms of the four performance measures. interested readers can find these raw results in tables 2-10 and in the summary in table 11.
3.1 spending on leisure classification models that consider all attributes obtain an accuracy rate of 42.95%, a type i error of 23.35%, a type ii error of 33.70% and root mean square error of 1.23. table 3 shows the full confusion matrix.
the most frequent attributes in the association rules for leisure expenses (Fig. 2) are the person who paid the transport for the journey (gt2_4_2). the most frequent attribute in the association rules for spending on accommodation is clearly the reason for the trip (c1). also, attributes like agency use (c10_1) or advanced booking (c10_2_1). 
total spending
classification models that consider all attributes obtain an accuracy rate of 55.20%, a type i error of 21.14%, a type ii error of 23.66% and root mean square error of 0.84 (table 9) . the most frequent attributes are the following (Fig. 5) : some examples for the most frequent attributes in the association rules that lead to minimum and maximum total expenses are: who paid the transport (gt2_4_2) or how many nights their stay is (a10). By using the a priori min-max algorithm, we reduce the number of variables trained by the cart algorithm from 52 to 17 (leisure), 14 (transport), 15 (accommodation) and 18 (total), improving the accuracy associated to each model in all the cases. 4 conclusions in most cases, the results obtained improve considerably when the a priori min-max algorithm (with minimum and maximum values) is used instead of the original attributes cart selection (with gini index) trained against the whole dataset. of course the binarization procedure provides such a high confidence ratio.
the main advantage obtained with the a priori min-max method is that it guarantees an ordered methodology that allows the inclusion of a variable according to its relevance, thereby providing more control over the tree creation. Furthermore, the most frequent patterns are extracted in order to observe the evolution of the data.
the final variable sets chosen by the cart and the a priori min-max algorithm have been evaluated by expert public managers in tourism. these agents confirmed that the variables chosen by the a priori min-max algorithm (the most frequent attributes) have a greater strategic interest in most of typical study cases for any type of expense analysed [7] , regardless of the particular sample used for the computational experiment.
5 Future research lines improvement in accuracy in each case is due to binarization in extreme expenses and not so much to attribute selection. thus, future studies will proceed to test other methods for attribute selection from datasets with prior binarization of extreme expenses [8] .
on the other hand, the cart algorithm itself can be modified in terms of different information gain criteria, which necessarily leads to different attribute selections.
